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This work has been selected by scholars as being culturally important, and is part of the
knowledge base of civilization as we know it. This work was reproduced from the
original artifact, and remains as true to the original work as possible. Therefore, you will
see the original copyright references, library stamps (as most of these works have been
housed in our most important libraries around the world), and other notations in the
work.This work is in the public domain in the United States of America, and possibly
other nations. Within the United States, you may freely copy and distribute this work, as
no entity (individual or corporate) has a copyright on the body of the work.As a
reproduction of a historical artifact, this work may contain missing or blurred pages,
poor pictures, errant marks, etc. Scholars believe, and we concur, that this work is
important enough to be preserved, reproduced, and made generally available to the
public. We appreciate your support of the preservation process, and thank you for being
an important part of keeping this knowledge alive and relevant.
This is a reproduction of a book published before 1923. This book may have occasional
imperfections such as missing or blurred pages, poor pictures, errant marks, etc. that
were either part of the original artifact, or were introduced by the scanning process. We
believe this work is culturally important, and despite the imperfections, have elected to
bring it back into print as part of our continuing commitment to the preservation of
printed works worldwide. We appreciate your understanding of the imperfections in the
preservation process, and hope you enjoy this valuable book.
Excerpt from A Treatise on the Law of Husband and Wife The ground-work of the
present volume on the law of Husband and Wife will be found in a treatise of some
three hundred pages which the author's earlier work on the Domestic Relations
contains. But when that treatise was written, the Married Women's Acts in England and
America were a sort of first experiment or agitation; and since the second edition of the
Domestic Relations not less than three thousand points have been decided, all tending
to establish a mod ern jurisprudence concerning married women's rights, which
decisions the author has examined while pre paring the present work, in addition to
earlier author ities and various local codes. He has consequently expanded his subject,
re-arranged his plan, and revised and re-written every topic, and the present work will
be found essentially a new one, so far as relates espe cially to Promises to Marry, the
Wife's Separate Pr0p erty under Equity and Recent Statutes, Transactions between
Husband and Wife, Various Matters of Prac tice, and Separation and Divorce. A
summary of the late Married Women's Acts in England and the United States will be
found in the Appendix. No one can gain an intelligent comprehension of the rights and
disabilities of the marriage union, as they exist to-day, without examining in order, (1)
the old common-law or coverture doctrine; (2) the modifica tion of that doctrine by
equity and recent legislation; (3) the latest local statute (judicially construed or not)
which bears upon the particular point. To facilitate such an examination in due historical
sequence is the main object of; the present work. About the Publisher Forgotten Books
publishes hundreds of thousands of rare and classic books. Find more at
www.forgottenbooks.com This book is a reproduction of an important historical work.
Forgotten Books uses state-of-the-art technology to digitally reconstruct the work,
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preserving the original format whilst repairing imperfections present in the aged copy. In
rare cases, an imperfection in the original, such as a blemish or missing page, may be
replicated in our edition. We do, however, repair the vast majority of imperfections
successfully; any imperfections that remain are intentionally left to preserve the state of
such historical works.
Unlike some other reproductions of classic texts (1) We have not used OCR(Optical
Character Recognition), as this leads to bad quality books with introduced typos. (2) In
books where there are images such as portraits, maps, sketches etc We have
endeavoured to keep the quality of these images, so they represent accurately the
original artefact. Although occasionally there may be certain imperfections with these
old texts, we feel they deserve to be made available for future generations to enjoy.
Excerpt from The Law of Husband and Wife: As Established in England and the United States
General statutes do not affect husband and wife. Married women acts do not affect marriage
relation. Property acts do not affect personal status. About the Publisher Forgotten Books
publishes hundreds of thousands of rare and classic books. Find more at
www.forgottenbooks.com This book is a reproduction of an important historical work. Forgotten
Books uses state-of-the-art technology to digitally reconstruct the work, preserving the original
format whilst repairing imperfections present in the aged copy. In rare cases, an imperfection in
the original, such as a blemish or missing page, may be replicated in our edition. We do,
however, repair the vast majority of imperfections successfully; any imperfections that remain
are intentionally left to preserve the state of such historical works.
Commonwealth Caribbean Family Lawhusband, wife and cohabitantRoutledge

Excerpt from Treatise on the Law of Husband and Wife, Vol. 2 of 2: As Respects
Property; Partly Founded Upon Roper's Treatise and Comprising Jacob's Notes and
Additions Thereto 1. As the law by marriage gives to the husband all his wife's personal
estate in possession, and the power of recover ing her personal property in action, it,
not without reason. About the Publisher Forgotten Books publishes hundreds of
thousands of rare and classic books. Find more at www.forgottenbooks.com This book
is a reproduction of an important historical work. Forgotten Books uses state-of-the-art
technology to digitally reconstruct the work, preserving the original format whilst
repairing imperfections present in the aged copy. In rare cases, an imperfection in the
original, such as a blemish or missing page, may be replicated in our edition. We do,
however, repair the vast majority of imperfections successfully; any imperfections that
remain are intentionally left to preserve the state of such historical works.
This book has been considered by academicians and scholars of great significance and
value to literature. This forms a part of the knowledge base for future generations. So
that the book is never forgotten we have represented this book in a print format as the
same form as it was originally first published. Hence any marks or annotations seen are
left intentionally to preserve its true nature.
REVISION 11 HIGHLIGHTS Highlights of new material in this edition of Florida Family Law
and Practice include: The Florida Supreme Court implements standalone Family Law Rules of
Procedure, effective March 16, 2017. With a few exceptions, the Florida Rules of Civil
Procedure no longer apply in family law cases. Effective July 1, 2017, the Florida Supreme
Court adopts Rule Regulating the Florida Bar 4-1.9 and Florida Family Law Rule of Procedure
12.745 both addressing the Collaborative Law Process. A California home, transferred by a
husband and wife before dissolution to a revocable trust with wife as sole trustee was not
marital property subject to equitable distribution. The standard for reviewing a trial court’s
determination of whether property was an interspousal gift subject to equitable distribution is
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competent, substantial evidence. The Fourth DCA refuses to recognize a former wife’s tort
claim that her former husband’s employer engaged in fraudulent conduct after the final
judgment of dissolution that falsely depressed the former husband’s income to limit his child
support obligation. Father’s complaint against health care providers alleging battery and
intentional interference with parent-child relationship was properly dismissed; health care
providers may render medical care on one parent’s consent. District courts of appeal conflict
concerning whether the results of a DNA test fulfill the requirement of “newly discovered
evidence” for purposes of disestablishing paternity. A Florida court was required to enforce a
Colorado order regarding grandparents’ visitation even though entry of a similar order by a
Florida court would be prohibited by the Florida Constitution. The Florida Supreme Court
declines to adopt the “Daubert amendment” to section 90.702, Florida Statutes, due to
constitutional concerns that must be addressed in the context of a proper case or controversy.
Wife’s pro se reply to husband’s petition for dissolution of marriage constituted both an
answer and a counter-petition. Preparing and attaching child support guidelines to a child
support agreement is no longer optional; the parties cannot waive the requirement. Trial court
rendered a child support modification order when it filed the order with the clerk of court, not
when it signed the order one week earlier, so as to trigger the 10-day period for the
Department of Revenue (DOR) to file a motion to vacate the Hearing Officer’s recommended
order. The trial court erred in awarding wife no portion of husband’s pension based on its de
minimis value; over course of ten years, payout of marital portion of pension would have been
roughly $21,600. A law firm was entitled to a charging lien against marital assets awarded to
husband where the firm and husband had a written agreement providing for the lien, even
though husband would have been entitled to a share of marital assets without the law firm’s
representation. Attorneys’ fees may not be awarded against the new spouse of a former
spouse. District courts of appeal conflict over whether the trial court has authority to award
attorney’s fees pursuant to section 57.105, Florida Statutes, in a domestic violence
proceeding. Receding from its prior opinion, the Fourth DCA granted the father attorney’s fees
in a paternity action pursuant to section 742.045, Florida Statutes conditioned on a showing of
need and ability to pay on remand to the trial court. Former wife could not be ordered to pay
former husband’s fees and costs simply because she refused to settle the case. Bank records
mandatorily disclosed under Family Law Rules of Procedure must still be admitted into
evidence. Disclosed items are not per se admissible.
This important new text is the product of several years of research of the family law of fifteen
Commonwealth Caribbean jurisdictions. It is the first and only legal text that comprehensively
covers all the main substantive areas of spousal family law, including marriage, divorce,
financial support, property rights and domestic violence. The rights of the statutory spouse in
the jurisdictions of Barbados, Belize, Guyana, Jamaica, and Trinidad and Tobago are
examined, thus addressing, on a jurisdictional basis, an important area of spousal family that is
seldom covered in English family law texts. The book also covers the number and variations of
divorce regimes applicable to the region – the matrimonial offence divorce model of Guyana
and Montserrat, the English five fact model of Trinidad and Tobago, Dominica, Grenada,
Anguilla, and St Vincent and the Grenadines, the hybrid model of Antigua and Barbuda, Belize
and St Kitts and Nevis, and the no fault model of Jamaica and Barbados. This book will prove
an indispensable resource for law students and legal academics, as well as for family law
practitioners across the English-speaking Caribbean. Other professionals, including
sociologists and social workers, will also find the book useful and informative.
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